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Who is James Cullen the Writer?
Freelance Content Writer
Save time, stress, and worry by handing your writing projects over to a professional and
competitively priced freelance writer – me.
Give me a goal for your business and I’ll achieve it through pen and paper, pixel and
screen. I can write on topics from a brief and to spec, conduct adequate research, or can
generate my own ideas. I’m as well-versed in blog content, social media, and web copy,
as I am in lengthier reports, email marketing, and even speeches.

“He is a hard-working and focused individual with excellent
communication and presentation skills. His approach to work is
exceptionally professional and creative.”
– Claudia Lohe, colleague on Leeds City Council research project
I have an MSc in Marketing, a BA (Hons.) in Film & TV Production and spent most of 20182019 running Merigo Films, a full-service video production company that worked with
the likes of York Gin, The Artful Pour, York Dungeon, and York’s Chocolate Story.
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Services Overview
Throughout my content writing career so far, I have been lucky enough to work on a
variety of projects and campaigns across a wide range of media. Predominately, my
focus has been on crafting digital PR content online for businesses to improve their
Google standing. As such, I have written more than a quarter of a million words for this
purpose.
As a digitally-focused, business-minded copywriter, here is a brief list of the services I
can provide content for – all of which will be punctuated with examples:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Articles for commission
Digital PR content
Blog content
SEO-focused Website copy
Newsletters & email marketing
Social media management and content creation
PR opportunities and press releases
Scripts
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Articles for Commission

I have written commissioned
articles for The Film Magazine,
Evolve Politics, INTO, HuffPost,
Metro, Backbench, East Street
Arts, and The State of the Arts
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Articles for Commission

Writing this commissioned piece for Metro allowed me to write more emotively
with an introspective look at myself in the context of bigger social issues including
dating and body image. The LadBible and Dazed pieces looked at culture through a
modern lens.
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Content Creation - Newsletters

For global services brand Sodexo I create and curate monthly newsletters
for the virtual concierge service the company provides. These newsletters
are read by AstraZeneca, Total, Adidas, the NHS, Northumbria University,
and Quilter. Topics range from travel-focussed pieces to those offering
lifestyle tips and advice. Region-specific articles include the best of new
restaurants, bars, and events in cities across the UK. All newsletters are
tailored to each client and their region, meaning considerable research is
undertaken to ensure accuracy, clarity, and interest across the country.
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Content Creation - Blogs

I am adept at crafting blog content on a variety of topics, from
listicles to new features or launches, and the promotion of
existing products & services.
I have previously worked with agencies to create SEO-friendly
blog content for their clients. Above are blogs for Pro
Copywriters, the Emmerdale Studio Experience, and Advanced
Skin Lounge
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Content Creation - Standard Copywriting

Big Ideas That Work – For this
bespoke marketing and PR
campaign subscription service, I
analysed and wrote copy about
100s of marketing campaigns
around the world.

Continuum Attractions – For a website
redesign, I was responsible for crafting copy
to inform interested customers about the
attraction and to convert them to happy
guests for the Emmerdale Studio
Experience

AVIE Consulting – I created SEOfriendly case studies for this Leedsbased engineering design
consultancy

Plarium - I was tasked with creating
2,800 character names for multiplayer
online gaming platform Plarium
showing that content writing comes in
all shapes and sizes.
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Social Media Management – LinkedIn

From 2021, I have been
managing the LinkedIn
for Sodexo’s concierge
service, Circles.
The objective was to post
relevant curated and
owned content based
around employee
wellbeing and HR issues.
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Social Media Management – Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat

Throughout 2017, I
managed the social
media for the Emmerdale
Studio Experience and
Emmerdale: The Village
Tour.
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Not only did I create and
curate content to engage
potential guests, but I
generated a loyal
following which
converted to sales and
word-of-mouth brand
awareness.

Articles for Digital PR – Gaming and iGaming
Writing content for the iGaming and gaming industries requires encyclopaedic
knowledge and a flair to cut through to the target audience, who are usually
eager to speed through as much information as they can on their subjects.
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Articles for Digital PR – UK Issues

I have created content for UK audiences – on topics from
the UK film industry to business, and even deeper, more
contentious issues such as the B-word (no, not
Birmingham!)
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Articles for Digital PR – World News

Analyzing world events and simplifying them for an audience is one of my skills –
and I relish the opportunity to dive into a global topic. Whether it’s
cryptocurrency in Australia, the Canadian economy, or culture in Nigeria.
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On-site Content

On-site content comes with its own set of issues to consider – from tone of voice
to brand style to the goal the brand hopes to achieve with the piece of content.
Here are pieces for Deliveroo, the Emmerdale Studio Experience, and Merigo
Films
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Traditional PR – Creating Opportunities

One of my responsibilities
for Merigo Films was to
create PR opportunities.
These included businessrelated publications, local
Yorkshire titles, and more
out-of-the-box publications
such as Wetherspoon’s
News!
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Articles for Digital PR – Business

My MSc in Marketing and the experience of running my own business
means that the topic I most frequently fall back on is business.
Whether I’m writing about ways to expand the brand, to gain and
retain customers, or optimize social media, business is my forte.
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Fiction

As well as writing for commercial purposes, I also write fiction.
I have written several short films, short stories, poems, and have completed
three novels – one of which is currently being shopped round potential literary
agents.
My main fiction writing passion is television – and I have pilot episodes and
series outlines for four original 30-minute comedies and three original hourlong dramas.
Most recently, in May 2020 I entered the BBC Writersroom Comedy window
and made my way to the longlist – top 11%.
I am a regular participant in National Novel Writing Month, a commitment
every November with the aim of producing 50,000 words of a novel.
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Prices

I believe in pricing on a project-by-project basis.
A 10,000-word thesis on my life until this point would be considerably
easier to write than a 1,000-word blog on the military industrial complex
as it pertains to the Ukraine economy during the 1980s. So, the prices
of each would vary.
However, I am flexible and open to discussing how we can work
together. For nice, honest businesses or brands I am passionate about,
I would prioritize interesting and varied work over an arbitrary fee.
Please feel free to get in touch to discuss how I could help you with your
copywriting, social media, or marketing goals.
james@jamescullenthewriter.com

www.jamescullenthewriter.com
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